LIVE TALKS. EXPLORING THE PLANT-HUMAN RELATIONSHIP. SHAPE YOUR CULTURE.

THE OLD DIVINITY SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

www.CANNTalks.co.uk / Join the debate #CANNTALKS / @CANN_Talks
DR CHANDNI HINDOCHA
UCL RESEARCH FELLOW
An introduction to cannabis / cannabinoinds and the human endocannabinoid system.

ZACK BELLMAN
GLASSLEAF - glassleaf.org

CHELSEA LEYLAND
‘SEPARATING THE STRAINS’ DOCUMENTARY
Discussing the film and a journey with epilepsy and cannabis and the path to de-stigmatization, UK - NYC.

JADE GREEN
JADE GREEN CONSULTING, LOS ANGELES
Trans-global cultural perspectives from California, where cannabis prohibition is a thing of the past.

ELISABETTA FAENZA
LEAFCANN, AUSTRALIA
A personal story and cultural challenges in Australia.

DR CALLIE SEAMAN
HONORARY RESEARCHER AT SHEFFIELD HALLAM UNIVERSITY, DIRECTOR AQUALABS & HEMPIRE
SPECIALISING IN CANNABIS CULTIVATION & SECONDARY METABOLITE PRODUCTION
On the plant herself, how cannabinoinds are produced, and the plant’s natural life-cycles.

+ MORE TO BE ANNOUNCED

DR CALLIE SEAMAN
“Terpenes - not any old hydrocarbons”.

In-class with
BASIA ZIENIEWICZ & JON LIEBLING
CENTRE FOR MEDICINAL CANNABIS thecmcuk.org & CannPASS cannpass.org - “A patient led revolution”.

CANNTalks is set up as a not-for-profit, exploring and illuminating the complexities of the plant human relationship during this period of rapid global change in policy and perspective.

Post Graduate Exhibition
University of Arts London in partnership with CANNTalks worked with 24 MA Art Directors as part of a project to communicate cannabinoid science and breakdown misconceptions.

Tickets & details: www.CANNTalks.co.uk
Subscribe for updates #CANNtalks / @CANN_Talks